Honeywell modutrol motor wiring diagram

Quick Links. SCC Inc. Communications options, connecting to a control system and the
available data 16 pages. Simatic s5 series cpu ub11 cpu ub11 cpu ub11 and cpu ub21 cpu ub11
and cpu ub21 pages. Soft starters and solid-state switching devices pages. Technical
Instructions LME Use the following pages to choose the components needed for your specific
application. Each LME7 needs one plug set. For more information on SQM5â€¦ For technical
information about these flame scanners, refer to Document No. N for the QRA4. U, Document
No. N for the QRIâ€¦ A17 flame scanner. For more information, refer to Document No. Right
angle adapter for mounting a QRA75 flame scanner. U connection Thermal barrier for use with
the QRA75 flame LME Additional Flame Scanner Accessories â€” Optional Additional
accessories are available for flame scanners to prevent heat from getting to the scanner. N and
Document No. Thermal barrier for use with the QRA4. U flame scanner, and QRI2B2. The unit
should be mounted with three 8 screws not provided. The panel, which the unit sits on, should
be drilled and tapped to accommodate these screws. It has one screw on the top and another on
the bottom that engage small plastic tabs which will swing out when the screw is tightened
clockwise; Under no circumstances should the unit be modified or opened. Page 13 Section
Page 1 Section Page 3 Section Page 32 Defines the device being controlled by the LME7 that is
used to influence the amount of air to the burner. This value is set by Siemens and cannot be
modified. On PME Sets the maximum allowable value for the ramp down time parameter For
Siemens use only. Each program module has an associated phase diagram. The phase
diagrams illustrate when input and output terminals are expected to be energized or
de-energized. Ensure all devices are properly connected to the LME7. The parameter set in the
LME7 burner control is always the one that is used for burner operation. The parameter set in
the PME7 program module is simply a backup parameter set. This integrated control is used to
modulate the speed of a PWM blower with firing rate. LME Centrifugal Blower Fundamentals
Since a centrifugal blower is the piece of machinery being controlled by the LME7, a brief
mention of its basic characteristics is warranted. Specifically, there are three fundamental "fan
laws" that a person working with such equipment should be aware of. LME Blower Speed
Monitoring To help ensure that the burner is either operated at a safe fuel-to-air ratio or is shut
down, the blower speed is constantly monitored while a flame is present. The speed is
monitored in a way that nuisance shutdowns are eliminated, but fast shutdowns will occur if the
speed deviation is large. LME 8. Set the ignition P0 , low fire P1 , and high fire P2 blower speeds
with the burner off. These values are found in the set of parameters. To set these parameters,
use the following procedure: a. Log in at the Service or OEM access level. Press the info button.
Give the LME7 a call for heat. The LME7 will proceed to start the burner. After prepurge is
complete, the LME7 will slow the blower down to the preset ignition speed P0. If fast ramp times
are not critical for the application, ramp times parameters and can be increased and this should
correct the issue. Section describes every fault code in detail and gives guidance on how to
correct it. Check the wiring of the ignition transformer, pilot valve, and main valve s. Ensure
manual shutoff valves on the pilot gas line and main gas line are open. No flame at start-up 3.
Loss of flame 2. Check the flame detector signal in the presence of a known flame source.
Replace the flame detector if it does not produce the anticipated signal. One of the switches
opened, Safety loop open causing the fault. Fix the condition that caused the switch to open
and reset the fault. The mA input connected to terminal X65 is out of range. Make sure the
following three conditions on the minimum and maximum speed settings are met. PWM blower
parameterization error 1. All known causes of Loc 10 are listed below in Table While being in
Diagnostic Mode does not prevent successful operation of the burner, it does remove the status
that is typically displayed by the LED, as well as causes operators to incorrectly conclude that
the LME7 is damaged. The OCI The physical medium is RS Multiple RS nodes may be connected
in a daisy-chain. For long runs typically greater than 1, feet or noisy environments, termination
may be required on the end node. Supported addresses: Supported baud rates: , , , , and
Supported data bits: 8 Supported parity and stop bits: none 1 stop bit Supported device
instances: Once installed, double-click the icon to open the configuration utility. LME 4. A driver
may self-install the first time a connection is made. The connected device will then be indicated
on the screen. Page Updating The Oci From the OCI Locate the supplied update file with a. The
device will automatically reboot and reconnect with the OCI Select the folder where the ACS
software will be installed. Notice that two files are created in this folder: one with a. Both files
are necessary in order to view the parameter set or restore it to an LME7. Open the ACS
software. Trending enables a technician to easily view and quantify system behavior over time.
The following steps outline the procedure for viewing and saving trends with the ACS software.
Page 5. Each set of trending data creates two files: one with a. Both files are necessary if the
trend is to be viewed at a later time through the ACS software. The following steps outline the
procedure for viewing the ACS status screen. Page 1 Appendix A However, with some simple

programming changes and the addition of only a few relays, the LME75 can be set up to safely
and effectively control a Honeywell Modutrol IV motor. The LME75 is in standby. All valves are
closed and all relays are de-energized. All relay contacts are as shown in the electrical
schematic. The Honeywell Modutrol IV motor hereafter referred to as mod motor is at the low
fire position. Main valve output X Input X Output X The following procedure should be used
when valve proving is being utilized. These actions de-energize relay CR-1 and energize relay
CR Normally open contact CR-1A opens, removing the connection that was keeping the mod
motor to high fire. Since normally open contact CR-2 remains open, the mod motor drives to the
low fire position. Since the mod motor is already at the low fire position, the low fire proving
switch is closed, and actuator feedback input X These flame detectors are: 1. Page 15 Appendix
A This manual is also suitable for: Lme75 Lme71 Lme Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. The purpose of this Info-Tec is to help you understand the fundamentals
of electrical systems. Many problems encountered in service work are electrical problems or
related to electrical problems. AC current is produced by all electric utilities. AC is very
"flexible". Its voltage can be easily stepped up or down by transformers. AC can be converted to
DC for final use through rectifiers or solid-state devices. DC current flows always in the same
direction. AC current flows first in one direction, then reverses and flows in the opposite
direction. The current flow "alternates", hence alternating current. When AC changes direction,
it does not jump from full value in one direction to full value in the other direction. It builds up
gradually to maximum, drops off gradually to zero, then repeats this in the opposite direction.
See Figure 1. Figure 1. One of the periods of buildup and back to zero in one direction of flow is
an alternation. Two alternations, one in one direction and one in the opposite direction is a
cycle. AC current in this country is generated at 60 cycles per second. CY and HZ mean the
same thing. Electricity has two characteristics:. Also called "potential" or electro-motive force
EMF. It is the "pressure" of electricity. Electricity does not have to be flowing to have voltage. If
a voltmeter is connected to a "live" circuit, it will show voltage whether the circuit is connected
to a load or not. This can be compared to water in a pipe and a pressure gauge. Voltage is the
measure of electrical "pressure" or potential. This is the "rate of flow" of the current. It's the
"gallons per minute". If water is flowing in a pipe, there is resistance to its flow. There will be a
pressure drop from one end of the pipe to the other, depending on the size of the pipe, length of
the pipe, and the flow rate. The same situation applies to electricity. Wire offers resistance. The
smaller the wire, the longer it is, the amount of electricity AMPS it is carrying all determine the
pressure drop, or in electrical terms, voltage drop. Another German Physicist, G. Ohms,
developed a formula known as "Ohms Law". He found that voltage is the product of amperes
and ohms resistance measure he named after himself in a resistive circuit. Symbols were
established to describe these values. E for voltage, I for current, and R for resistance. This is a
cornerstone formula on which knowledge of electricity is built. All the values in Ohms law can
be calculated in relation to remaining values. As an example, amps equals voltage divided by
resistance, or:. An easy way to remember the different mathematical forms in which Ohm's Law
is expressed is in Figure 2. If any one of the three symbols is covered, the two left uncovered
are in the proper form. For example;. Figure 2. There is two phase, but its use is so minimal it
will not be discussed. If there are only two wires in a circuit, it must be single-phase not
counting DC which we are not considering at this time. If there are three wires in a circuit, it may
be three-phase or single-phase! It's easy to identify three wire single-phase from three wire
three-phase. In single-phase service, two are hot wires and one is a neutral. This type of
entrance is single-phase even though there are three wires. It is really a two wire, volt,
single-phase circuit with a neutral. Two or more volt circuits can be taken from it and one or
more volt circuits. If a voltmeter is put between either of the hot wires and the neutral, it will
read volts. Between the two hot wires, it will read volts. See Figure 3. Figure 3. These are unsafe
and should be changed. Three wire, three-phase systems are usually distributed only to
industrial and large commercial areas. As its name indicates, three-phase current has three
currents flowing in the three wires. In ordinary three-phase, there is no neutral; all three wires
are hot. Between any two of the three wires is single-phase current, but never , , or volts. In
general, the voltage of each phase will be either , , , , , or higher. The three-phase currents follow
one another a third of a cycle apart. See Figure 4. Figure 4. If a voltmeter is used to test
three-phase, full voltage will be found between any two of the three wires. A little over half
voltage will be found from any one wire to ground. They do not use it anymore, but many of
these "grounded B phase" systems were installed Climatic Control Company is serviced by a
three-phase grounded B phase system , and many still exist. In this three-phase system, one of
the phases is grounded the ground leg. Testing with a voltmeter will show the difference. Even
with the grounded phase, the voltage between any two of the three wires will show volts the

grounded B phase system was always volts. If each wire is checked to ground, two legs will
show full voltage and one leg will show 0 volts. This is the ground leg. Three-phase circuits are
not designed for volt single-phase use. While about volts can be obtained from a hot leg to
ground, using this circuitry is forbidden in electrical codes. It is a dangerous practice. There are
three basic three-phase distribution systems in use today. See Figure 5. Figure 5. There are
three hot lines A, B, and C along with a neutral N , which is grounded. Figure 6. This system
serves hotels, shopping centers, etc. Transformers are used to get volt single-phase circuits.
Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the system used for large industrial plants where most of the load
consists of motors. It is a volt delta three-phase system. The terms "grounding" or "grounded"
and "ground" can be confusing. This is referred to as having "grounded" the equipment. This is
done for safety and to eliminate or reduce interference RFI. The term "ground" has another
meaning. When, for whatever reason, current gets through or around insulation to exposed
metal parts that then become hot or "live" is referred to as a "ground". Grounds do happen and
can be dangerous. Equipment should be protected by "grounding" it. Low voltage is always
caused by the wiring or transformer not being large enough to supply as much current as the
loads or loads demand. When current is flowing in a wire, there is always some voltage drop. It
may not be enough to affect operation of equipment, but some voltage drop always exists. It
does no good to test for voltage drop in a circuit unless all the loads in that circuit are turned
on. Splitting the loads or adding more branch circuits can usually correct overloaded circuits
causing low voltage. If low voltage is experienced at the service entrance, it may be the electric
utility's fault. Demand for electrical services has increased faster than utilities have been able to
increase their services. In some cases, utilities have been known to set up the taps on their
transformers to give higher secondary voltage to offset voltage drops during periods of heavy
demand. In these areas, as loads drop off, the voltage at the individual service entrance may
increase a great deal above normal. This results in over voltage problems. Over voltage causes
motors to overheat, capacitors to burn out, and greatly shorten the life of light bulbs, resistance
type loads, and will wreak havoc with solid-state devices. In addition to the usual volt circuits,
volt appliance circuits, and three-phase circuits, almost all buildings will employ one or more
"low voltage" circuits. Low voltage circuits are any circuits under 30 volts, usually 24 volts. The
amount of current in these systems is usually small, under 5 amps. Since the voltage and
amperage is very low, wiring can be much smaller and therefore much cheaper to install than
"line" voltage wiring. Low voltage is also much safer. Just as pressure of electricity is measured
in volts, and the rate of current flow measured in amps, the power is measured in watts. One
watt is the power produced by one volt at one amp. Watts is found by multiplying volts times
amps. With constant DC current it is simple to find wattage. It is volts times amps. With AC
current, however, the voltage and amperage vary in the cycle. Remember, first it is 0 then up to
maximum in one direction, then back to 0 and maximum in the other direction. The effective
voltage and amperage will be less than the maximums. RMS is equal to. Therefore, in a volt, 10
amp, AC circuit, the actual maximum values are almost volts and just over 15 amps. Volts times
amps equals watts is true only in DC circuits and pure resistive AC circuits, such as heaters.
Perhaps the outstanding advantage of AC over DC current is that AC can be stepped up or
down easily, with little loss, by using transformers. It is well known that you can't get something
for nothing. The output of a machine will be in some proportion to the input. More must be put
in than is taken out, for some of the input is lost and used up by the machine. The efficiency is
the energy out divided by the energy in. A transformer is a machine without moving parts. The 1
or 2 percent lost amps or watts. If the secondary of a transformer is 24 volts and it is a "40VA"
transformer, the current amps draw can be 1. Three-phase transformers are single-phase
transformers connected together. One method of connecting the three coils is known as "delta"
and the other is "star " or "Y". Normally the currents flowing in each of the three wires of the
three-phase are equal. Voltage drop in each phase is the same, and a voltmeter should show the
same voltage at a motor's terminals for all three-phases. See Figure 8. Figure 8. If the voltages
are unequal, some of the causes may be:. If a fuse blows, breaker trips, or a wire comes loose,
anything that causes one phase of a three-phase circuit to "open", only one phase is left--not
two! This is known as "single-phasing". If this happens with a motor running, it may continue to
run if the load is light. If it is completely unloaded, it may even start. In any event, if it is not
quickly disconnected, it will burn out. Three-phase motors are usually expensive, and investing
in an under voltage, over voltage, phase loss, phase unbalance protector is cheap insurance.
Fuses protect against shorts and grounds and are not designed to protect motors as specific
motor overloads. In the majority of cases of excessive voltage drop, single phasing, unbalanced
phases, the case is usually on the user's premises. The business has grown and many more or
larger motors have been added along with other devices, all adding to the load of the original
service. Before calling the utility, make sure the troubles are with the utilities. It is up to the user

to upgrade the service to meet current requirements. All rights reserved. Electricity has two
characteristics: 1. Product Categories:. Feature this resource? Anderson Level Switches.
Testing Wireless Solutions Testing wireless transmitters link. Product Code Quantity 1 2 3 4 5.
HubSpot Tracking Code. Request Our Free Catalog. This Info-Tec will attempt to answer some
of those questions. Yes, but they are for export and would not be used in this country. Every
insurance organization and approval body in the U. Is this to attract attention that something is
wrong? No, the Power LED is supposed to blink every four seconds. This means the relay is
checking itself internally. During the initiate period, all the Series of controls examine the
voltage and frequency of the power supplied. The power must be within certain tolerances for
the control to remain on line. There are 50 HZ controls available. There was an exception to this.
How long can initiate last? That depends. If tolerances are not met in 4 minutes, a lockout will
occur. Initiate was explained in the preceding question. Part of the safe-start check is
continuous in stand-by, and part happens every time there is a call for heat. Safe-start check
looks for a flame signal at start-up, same as the old mechanical relays did, but now includes
checking for a flame signal in standby. Also, on a call for heat, all the output terminals are
momentarily turned into inputs for a load check. This takes from one to three seconds.
Programmers also check all the interlock circuits continuously during standby. Can I jumper
terminal G to L2? This is prohibited in all electrical codes. This is very important. The relay
recognizes the wiring error and locks out. If a display is used, fault codes 67 or will appear. Can
I reconnect a JR jumper on a relay that I mistakenly cut? No, and Yes. First, remember that
cutting a jumper does not make the relay inoperative. Clipping a jumper enhances the level of
safety. Second, note that the jumpers are not just wires. They consist of a specific resistor.
Honeywell does not recommend even trying to restore a clipped jumper. If any damage is done
in trying to restore a clipped jumper, the warranty is void! Is there a case available for the S
display? Yes, order part number How long should pre-purge be? Long enough to result in four
complete air changes through the burner. This can be calculated. In the real world of burner
service, the needed information is seldom known. Mechanical relays are still used, but the coils
and contacts are sealed to prevent dirt, dust, grease, or any contaminant from affecting them.
Hoe many cycles can be expected for the Series? Honeywell actually tested to over , cycles!
Can a RM be used with a standing pilot? Yes, but a relay will have to be added. Connect the
pilot duty normally open contacts of the relay between the F terminal and the flame rod. There is
an RMC made only for standing pilot applications. Can a low voltage controller be used with the
RM? There is no 24 VAC low voltage source available in any Series control. When replacing an
RA that used a low voltage thermostat connected to T and T terminals for the old Q base, and it
is inconvenient to change to a line voltage controller, a 24 VAC coil relay and transformer can
be added. Wire the relay coil and thermostat contacts in series on the low voltage side of the
transformer. See Figure 1. The normally open contacts of the relay are connected between
terminals 3 and 6 on the Q base. Figure 1. When using a 3 second flame response amplifier in
an RM, must JR2 be clipped? JR2 must only be clipped when using a 3 second flame failure
response amplifier with the RM How fast must the airflow switch contact close when using an
RM? It depends on the length of the purge card timing. If using the two-second-purge card, the
airflow switch must close in 2 seconds. If using a 7 second purge timer, it must close in 7
seconds. With all other purge cards, 10 or more seconds; the airflow switch must close in 10
seconds. What happens if the airflow switch does not close in the allocated time? It depends on
how relay jumper JR3 is configured. If JR3 is left intact, the control will recycle to the beginning
of purge. If JR3 is clipped, the control will lockout if the air flow switch does not close in the
allotted time. This prevents continuous purge, should the airflow switch fail open. What
happens if the air flow switch contacts weld or stick closed? Same as jumping the air flow
switch. This depends on the model of the RM relay selected. The RMB and D have an airflow
switch safe start check feature that detects a closed circuit between terminals 6 and 7.
Jumpered or welded contacts. The sequence will not continue if this circuit is closed. The
control will wait two minutes for this fault to clear. If the circuit remains closed for the two
minutes, the RMB and D will lockout. There does not have to be a call for heat to activate this
feature. It is active in standby. The RMA and C do not have this feature. On the RMA and B
terminal 8, pilot, is an intermittent pilot. There is no powered terminal 21 on the RMA and B.
Terminal 10 is de-energized as soon as flame is proven. The C also has a fixed pilot of 10
seconds. No 4-second is available. They wire the same and functionally, are the same. The only
difference is that the RM includes an SA display module and the RM has only a dust cover
where a display can go. The SA display does not have to be wired to the SA. Does the SA
display have any control of the relay functions? Not really. If you consider the remote reset
capability of the display as a control function, then the display has one controlling function.
This is important! Vast amounts of important information are stored in the relay module. The

burner will immediately shut down, and lockout will occur. The burner will post purge. If the
display is removed from an RM in standby, a lockout will occur. This feature is found in the RmE
only. A pre-ignition interlock is any switch that must remain closed until pre-purge is
completed. Typically, it is a fuel valve proof of closure switch. A low fire start switch is used to
prove the firing rate valve motor is in the low fire position before and during ignition. Your best
course of action would be to add one. You will have enhanced the safety of the system. Yes, but
you will add 30 seconds to the pre-purge timing for each switch jumpered. Surprisingly, this is
one of the most asked questions. I say surprisingly because by comparing the chart that shows
timing for normal operating and wiring diagrams, the differences become very evident. See
Figure 2. Note that timings for initiate, standby, purge, run, and post purge, are identical for all
models. Now look at Figure 3. On the E and L, all terminal functions are the same. On the RMG,
there is no H. Terminal 19 is used to configure terminal When using an M, many times there will
be no L. The switching circuit can then be used to input terminal 18 rather than jumping
terminals 18 and 5, thereby avoiding 30 seconds to pre-purge timing. By studying Figures 2 and
3, the differences in programmers will be apparent, and the most economical programmer can
be selected for a specific job. All rights reserved. Figure 2. Figure 3. Product Categories:.
Feature this resource? Anderson Level Switches. Testing Wireless Solutions Testing wireless
transmitters link. Product Code Quantity 1 2 3 4 5. HubSpot Tracking Code. Request Our Free
Catalog. Quick Links Download this manual. All models include a digital input for use with the
disable or setback option. The modulating analog outputs are mA, Vdc, Vdc, or Series 90
selectable. The T electronic stand-alone controllers are the next. If used in. Ignition controls for
combined valve and ignition system 30 pages. Ignition controls for combined valve and ignition
system 66 pages. However, mounting in the orientation shown in Fig. To maintain control on the
left side of the enclosure and gently swing open the accuracy, the number of sensors to be
parallel-series top. Description of Wiring Terminal Connections. Continued The wiring
connection terminals are shown in Fig. Input See Fig. Wiring for Two-Stage Control with Vac.
Wiring for Four-Stage Control with Vac. Wiring for Digital Input Dry Contact. Inspect all wiring
connections at the controller terminals, Temperature Offset in and verify compliance with the
installation wiring diagrams. If you are in Setup mode, you exit 6-button keypad to provide
status information and permit setup and return to the Program menu. In cooling mode, the
differential is above the setpoint. Press the button to display the sensor selec- tions. Press the
button to display the Type selections. It is strongly recommended that the derivative remain at
zero 0 unless you have a very good reason to adjust it. Press the button to display the schedule
selections. Default: NO 3. Press the button to display the Options menu. Press the button to
display the current system setting for daylight saving time. Press the button to display the
setpoint options. The date and time settings are retained for 24 hours after a power outage.
Print page 1 Print document 36 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. Technical Reference
Manual. Economizer logic modules for ventilation control 28 pages. Economizer logic modules
for ventilation control 25 pages. Solid state economizer system, consisting of discharge air
sensor or mixed air sensor, solid state enthalpy sensor, solid state temperature sensor, damper
actuators, thermostat and solid state economizer logic module 20 pages. Communicating
economizer logic modules for ventilation control 12 pages. Page 4 W Economizer System
Components Page 6 Honeywell Economizers Many buildings constructed energy usage in new
and existing buildings prior to had sufficient leakage through and continue to provide a healthy
environment poorly sealed windows and doors to for the building occupants. Construction
Honeywell Economizers Page 9: Building-Related Illness Quality, is the ventilation standard for
acceptable to human occupants and commercial buildings. Page Symptoms Of Inadequate
Ventilation It is incumbent on the maintenance people respond to occupant knowledgeable
HVAC service person to complaints with only temperature in mind. If recognize inadequate
ventilation when it is the room is within the acceptable temperature encountered. Honeywell
Economizers Therefore we can Tullie Circle, N. Dept of Energy DOE. Measures that can be
incorporated into All guides are free for download at the existing buildings for energy efficiency.
Page Ventilation Requirements Determining the amount of ventilation required for a space is
probably one of the hardest tasks an engineer faces in the design of the Honeywell
Economizers The filters and heating and components between the central fan and the cooling
coils are located in the conditioning zones. The outdoor damper position must be the return air
temperature and the required set for minimum ventilation requirements percentage of outside
air are known. It is more accurate to calculations. Draw a line from the point of intersection to
the outside air percentage on the left side of the chart. The first line drawn will slant in return
air. Page Example 3: Minimum Ventilation Adjustment 4. This example shows a procedure for
adjusting the DCV maximum and minimum positions. Page 23 Vent max setting and the up Mark

this setting on the control as being and down arrows on the keypad. Ventilation percentage: cfm
When using the Restore all settings and setpoints. Page 28 Section 1 - Ventilation Honeywell
Economizers Dry bulb economizers only control the outside air dampers based on temperature.
If Honeywell Economizers Honeywell system controller via a modified modbus supplied
controllers that combined this protocol. In addition to the indoor sensor function with the
economizer function. They varied based enthalpy economizer modules developed on the
actuator control series, mixed air since the early s. Most can be replaced circuitry and enthalpy
sensor configuration. It replaced the H Honeywell Economizers Unlike the H there was not a
sensor built Honeywell Economizers The difference between the W Honeywell series 62 or 72
actuators. The and the W was the W has the mixed air control circuitry that was either addition
of the Vdc out for controlling a O terminal for use with heat pumps. All models were panel
mounted or directly There were three models: mounted to M motor. Page Transformer Wiring
Requirements For Analog Economizers Though the first stage of cooling will switch module and
the cooling commercial correctly through the economizer module thermostat circuit. Honeywell
Honeywell Economizers Page 46 Section 3 - Types of Analog Economizers When wiring any
economizer it is very A rule of thumb to follow any Honeywell important that you read the notes
on the electronic economizer logic module will have correct wiring diagram. The wiring
diagrams all terminals ending with a 1 as ground. The H was a direct electronic economizer
controllers. Prior to the replacement for the H The output is the Page H Components The device
was located in the switch the mixed air dampers from return to outside air stream with a
recommended outside air and back as required for maximum minimum velocity of feet per
minute efficiency. Dry bulb temperature at air brought into the building. Page H Wiring Diagram
If the second C minimum position for ventilation and the sensor is not used a ohm resistor was
mechanical cooling is energized. They are widely used to and CA Title Systems with this
modulate the mixed air dampers on smaller type of changeover should be updated Honeywell
Economizers Page 57 Section 5 - M74XX Black Motor to an economizer control strategy
approved by the local or state authority having jurisdition. Used with WC only. M M modulating
motor. Do not use a dry bulb sensor for a high temperature limit. Page W And W Components
There are many possible wiring diagrams and the internal grounding of the actuator was
combinations of controllers and actuators that compatible. Note some of the non-Honeywell can
be used with the logic modules. Once you actuators were not compatible with the understand
the input and output of the M The output chart 10 Vdc output such as the Honeywell C,
illustrated on the right side of this page is the C or C carbon dioxide CO sensor. Page Carbon
Dioxide Sensor Setup Most installers prefer to use a C CO do not meet the application
requirements the sensor that does not need to be programed or sensor may be re-configured by
the installer to adjusted when installed. Page Outdoor Air Content Sensor DCV signals are
sensor is to keep the outside air dampers at a above their respective setpoint thresholds. The W
is actuator. The W can be used with series only usable with series 62 actuators. WA used in
single-stage cooling system with single enthalpy changeover and Honeywell Series 72 Actuator
Honeywell Economizers Page W, W, And W Components â€” If Call for cooling - dampers open
to sat- â€” If No Call for cooling or bad outdoor isfy the mixed or discharge air sensor if
enthalpy - dampers drive to minimum outdoor air is good enthalpy position Honeywell
Economizers If all minimum and maximum position adjustments are complete, remove the T-T1
jumper and reconnect the mixed air sensor. SB Remote Potentiometer used with logic module
for remote damper control Honeywell Economizers Page Dry Bulb Changeover C sensor in the
outdoor air and one NOTE: The following sample calculation uses in the return air for
differential control, the only Fahrenheit temperature. See the sensor section of this manual for
additional explanation of the sensor operation. WA used in two-stage cooling system with
Honeywell Series 72 Actuator and time clock for occupancy Honeywell Economizers ME
Representative locations of connected economizer system devices Honeywell Economizers
Modulation based on DCV signal, limited by minimum position. Modulation based on the greater
of the DCV and mixed air sensor signals. Page W Only CO sensor. If the CO sensor fails the
damper Honeywell Economizers Page If the W or W unit is not DCV MIN black in color then the
economizer controller is not made by Honeywell and the operation of the unit may not follow the
description in this manual. Contact the OEM of the equipment for operation. See the chart below
showing location of E curve on Psychrometric chart. M W Typical Wiring. Page W Components
When communication bus and can either be wired used with the optional Sylk Bus sensors, the
Economizer Module provides more advanced using a two pin header or using a side connector.
Page Use Fig. Economizer Module - Right hand terminal blocks. MC Fig. Stand-alone dry bulb
Economizer configuration with black motor M MD Fig. Economizer with Sylk Bus sensors for
enthalpy configuration with Honeywell M black motor. User Interface The user interface consists
of an LCD display and a 4-button keypad on the front of the Economizer module. Page 1 is

powered by the economizer. With 2-speed fan units Exh1 L low speed fan and Exh1 H high
speed fan settings are required. Page When in economizing mode this is the delay for Minutes
minutes in 1 the high speed fan to try to satisfy the call for minute second stage cooling before
the first stage increments mechanical cooling is enabled. Additional alarms display depending
on the parameter settings and configuration. Figure 13 and table 12 show the new boundary
curves. There are 5 boundaries setpoints ES1 through ES5 , which are defined by dry bulb
temperature, enthalpy and dew point. Page W but it requires the status to know controller. After
the delay one of two actions where to position the OA for minimum position will happen: for the
fan speed. Page Initial Menu Display If one or more alarms are present and there On initial start
up, Honeywell displays on the has been no keypad activity for at least 5 first line and
Economizer W on the minutes, the Alarms menu displays and cycles second line. Page 2. At
Installer Setup , select the terminals wired to the dry contact device S1 or S2. Page 5. Page 7. If
the occupants clear the alert, the building operator can recover the last 25 alarms in the Alerts
Log. Page TUSB from the d. After successfully downloading the Settings menu. Close For
Specific instructions refer to the Honeywell all programs and restart your E- learning module at:
computer. Page The configuration screen will appear with the system settings. Before you
proceed, check your COM Port. Page Window key and the Pause key at the same time on your
keyboard. With a laptop you may need to press and hold the Fn key, then press and hold the
windows key and then press and hold the pause key. Page For Windows XP this screen will
come up. Click on Hardware and then click on Device manager. Find the ports file and expand it.
Note, in this case it is COM8. Page The configuration screen allows you to choose your System
configuration. Page Calibration tab allows the operator to adjust for an out of calibration
temperature or humidity sensor. Page From the list of the parameters shown on the screen
choose the ones you would like to test by clicking the box next to it. The last box gives you the
ability to display the temperature that the sensors are reporting to the economizer controller.
Note that you can Load or Save to file while in any of Configuration screens of the left. Page The
screen will only display the sensors that are connected and are reporting to the economizer
controller. Page F and the enthalpy sensor is connected which contradicts your set points. Note
the sensor connection is reporting failed in red letters also. You will need to go back to the
configuration screen and change your sensors to match the economizer controller
configuration that is being reported. Page Failed button below to move to the next step. Do not
interrupt a function while it is in process. Wait until the function check is complete then you can
stop the test process. Page During the logging process the personal computer will need to be
connected to the PC module since the data will be saved on the personal computer file, not in
the module. Page You can Pause or Stop this recording at any time. Once you stop the logging
and want to check the data, open the file that you saved the data in. The file is. MA Honeywell
Economizers Page 10 degree F deadband issue using the C in single dry bulb applications.
When using single with Honeywell legacy economizers, replace the C with the C The C has a 3
position switch used for setting the outdoor changeover temperature. Page If you are using to
10 Vdc output. For most indoor applications differential mode it is recommended to use two
Honeywell C or C carbon dioxide of the C sensors. They are available in Page Mixed Or Supply
Air Sensor Control Sequence When a CO sensor is but always consult a professional trained in
installed in the space, a signal is sent to the air control of gases. The required ventilation
Honeywell Economizers The brown or orange color of the label matches the wiring terminals on
the JADE economizer controller. S-bus in this case ignores the humidity input from the RA
sensor. Find the complete part number in red economizer logic module. The checkout and click
on it. The specific product number procedures are listed in the back of the Page Standard
Checkout Procedure 3. Page Section 13 - Checkout If using two transformers make sure the
transformers are tied to the same COM and are from the same power source. Page 3. If you are
close to the measurements your C sensor is probably working. Press the enter button to select
the item. Page Section 14 - Simulator for W Honeywell created a simulator to help teach On the
picture shown below all of the white users how the product functions. The program arrows are
inputs to the economizer logic from is a The W economizer simulator is the last file on the page.
Click on it to open the zipped file. Page Section 15 - Demo for W Honeywell created a demo to
help teach users The demo may not match the latest firmware how the product functions. The
program is a version of the JADE controller, the demo is 4. Page Section 16 â€” Economizer
Savings Estimator Honeywell has an easy to use savings The savings estimator evaluates the
operating estimation software that was designed by costs, cost savings, and payback period
independent consulting Energy Engineers in associated with alternate control strategies or and
is updated every 3 or 4 years. A relay is used to switch the mixed air control circuit as the first
stage of cooling to a minimum position when the outside air minimum position potentiometer
provides ventilation by preventing full closure of the outside air dampers. Included was a mixed

air controller, transformer, relays for high limit switchover, minimum damper position and
connections for a SPST outside air high limit. Page H enthalpy control were widely used in the
economizer circuit. If they are replaced with a solid state economizer controller, the actuator for
the dampers need to be replaced. In the replacement illustration on the next page a direct
coupled actuator is used. Page After: W with W Economizer Module There are many older
controllers in field that may be replaced with new controllers and new economizers. Call your
local distributor or the Honeywell Commercial controls hotline if you have questions that are
not addressed in this application guide. Replace T thermostat with a two stage commercial
programmable thermostat. Add a two stage commercial programmable thermostat. Use
separate transformers for the motor and for W Page Cross Reference Section 17 - Retrofit and
Upgrades Cross Reference Any Honeywell economizer can be upgraded to use the latest
economizer models with the added options of Demand Control Ventilation, exhaust fan set point
or fault detection and diagnostics system shutdown. See below for cross reference and upgrade
options for the economizer modules and sensors. Page Section 18 - Appendix Building-Related
Illnessâ€” A diagnosable illness with identifiable symptoms whose Most Honeywell electronic
enthalpy cause can be directly attributed
ford torqshift transmission
jeep wrangler tj radiator
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to economizer modules are based on a airborne pollutants within a building such similar
setpoint configuration. Page Typically more calibration and Modulationâ€” A control mode with
minute replacement is required of these devices increments and decrements. For a modulating
commercial thermostat, the temperature change required to drive the manipulated variable from
full off to full Honeywell Economizers The switch acts as a function of the actuator shaft
position MB Adapters and potentiometers are available to be installed directly on actuator or on
W controller. Page Accessories For The W Jade Tm Economizer Module Duct mounting kit for
sensors 2-pin Edge Connector for Sensors 2-pin edge connector for sensors 20 pieces per bag
6-pin Edge Connector for Field Wiring 6-pin edge connector for field wiring 20 pieces per bag
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